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Facebook kills one of its worst features: Another Folder from the inbox of your inbox. One of the reasons why the other mailbox was so bad was that many people didn't know it existed. It contained messages from people you are not friends with. But since it only appeared on your desktop and not mobile, and you didn't get notifications for those messages, it
was easy to miss. My other inbox was almost entirely spammed - another reason why the feature stinks - but I also once had someone message me after I lost my wallet. Because I rarely checked other folders, it took me more than a week - and a lot of panic - before I found the post. Facebook isn't anymore though. Facebook has decided to get rid of another
folder in favor of new Message Requests, Messenger boss David Marcus said in a post on Facebook.Now, someone will be able to send you a message if you're Facebook friends, you have an existing stream, or if you've both synced your smartphones to contact lists on Facebook and you'll each have each other's numbers. If a stranger wants to send you
a message, you'll receive a request from them for a message in a regular inbox that you can either accept or ignore. Facebook also says it will continue to mercilessly fight spam messages and you won't get requests from people the company considers fake. Facebook This switch follows Facebook's decision in June to allow people to sign up for Messenger
without a Facebook account. While this may seem like a small change, it's actually a fundamental development, Marcus writes. Look for more for months as we continue to improve ways to find the people you want to chat with. But it's not as easy as it sounds - there are also Messages Requests and filtered messages (Spam) mailboxes to check. If you
receive a Facebook message from a friend (or the page you sent the message), it will go to your regular Messenger inbox in www.facebook.com/messages if the message comes from someone Facebook thinks that you may know it will be displayed as a message request at the top of your inbox on www.facebook.com/messages/requests Messages from
non-friends, supposed Facebook to be spam, sent to a spam folder (previously called filtered) on the Facebook page www.facebook.com/messages/filtered (company) can only message the fan directly if they commented on their page - or they can message if a fan has previously sent a message. Sometimes, though, the giveaway notification you've won will
come from a page administrator who has to use your personal account to send that message - and it may well go to the folder Messages! Find the messages on facebook.com Go to www.facebook.com and tap the speech bubble icon at the top of the browser window to open the main message mailbox - it will have a chat at the top. It's also the same format
as if you go directly to Click the cog icon and select to view message requests. Scroll all the way through to all your message requests and you should see a small link to see the spam messages - if you have one! If you respond to a message request or spam (filtered) message, it will go to your main messenger inbox. If you don't want to answer, you can
either leave it in your inbox, delete it or block the sender. Find your messages using the Messenger app to find your message requests on a mobile phone that is open messenger. It will show you a list of your current chats (your regular inbox). Click on the profile picture at the top of the screen. Then click Message Requests from the menu. Scroll down past
all queries and you'll see a spam icon - this is where your filtered messages (if you have!) click on your message requests or spam (filtered) messages to view each one - you can delete the message, or block the sender. Some spam accounts will be deleted by Facebook, and instead you'll see 'Facebook user' as the sender (see screenshot above). Find your
messages with the Messenger (old version) app to find your message requests on your mobile phone, open Messenger and tap the People icon at the bottom (2 people), then tap the Message icon (speech bubble) on the next screen to see your message requests. Scroll down past all your queries and you'll see the headline filtered messages (if you have!).
Click to show everything. Click Accept to move the message to your regular inbox. Click Reject to remove it. If you take an old winning message and find that you missed the claim date for your prize (or there was no claim date!) don't despair. Send a polite message back to the promoter explaining that you didn't know about the folder filtered messages - they
can be sympathetic! If it's a UK promotion you can also point out that the Advertising Standards Authority recommends only contacting the winner once is not enough, and more attempts should be made if there is no answer (more on that here). Be sure to check your message requests on Twitter and Instagram too! If you find this blog useful, why not
download my free PDF Comper Guide on Facebook, or watch my Beginner's Guide to Facebook on YouTube? I also have a guide on how to contrast a few Facebook pages quickly, which will help you spring clean up your account! What's the most exciting message you found in your hidden Facebook folder? Tell me in the comments! Users found hundreds
of messages locked in a hidden mailbox in Facebook's messaging system. The mailbox available on the Internet or Facebook Messenger apps for smartphones and tablets is part of the system Facebook, designed to catch spam and other unsolicited messages. However, users, including me and other Guardian users, found their filtered inbox full of
legitimate messages that never reached the main mailbox or Messenger app. The easiest way to access a mailbox is to go to facebook.com/messages/other facebook.com/messages/other desktop. Filtered inbox messages can be found in the Facebook Messenger iPhone app or through Facebook's mobile site. Photograph: Samuel Gibbs/The
GuardianWithin Messenger app Hidden Mailbox buried under four menus. To get to it click Settings, then People, then Message Requests and click on the link See filtered queries. Filtered messages include all attempts to send you messages that you are manually filtering out as unwanted, as well as messages from people who are not related to you on
Facebook. I've found a few dozen posts since 2008.Most of the time you can safely ignore it - Facebook has built a system to stop the messages you want to see sent to spam - but it can also trap messages such as those informing you of a friend's death or a story review that ends up filtered and hidden from your Facebook-obsessed eyes. Even for MPs.
Eek! Just looked at the filtered message thing on Facebook and saw there are literally thousands of posts... - stellacreasy (@stellacreasy) April 7, 2016 Facebook is holding on to you. You see, when a friend sends you a private message, you get a notification in the Messages feed (which if you're like some people I know, you never bothered to check).
Depending on the settings, you can also get an email. However, what happens when someone you don't know sends you a message on Facebook? The network remains a surprising mom about it: You won't get any notification what it is. Instead, these messages are sent to a second mailbox called Other. And there they sit, easily overlooked - unless you
make the effort to access this inbox from time to time. Fortunately, it's not hard to find - if you access Facebook in your browser. Mobile apps don't offer the ability to open another folder. Update: Facebook has recently been gradually moving out of another folder in favor of so-called message queries. In a desktop browser, it functions more or less the same
as the others described below. However, if you have the Facebook Messenger app, you'll see message requests (i.e. messages from people you don't know) in line with other messages. Here's some information about the deployment of this new feature. In your browser, however, look at the left toolbar. You should see the link tagged Messages: Screenshot
of Rick Broyde/CNET Click on it and you'll see your main inbox. But then, if you click Others, you'll find all the messages were sent there: Screenshot of Rick Broyde/CNET You can also click the Message icon in the top toolbar and then click Others in the fall box that appears: Screenshot of Rick Broyde/CNET Once you read the message (access to the full
Other mailbox as above), you'll see the action button. Click to move the note to the main mailbox, open the chat with the sender and so on. Screenshot of Rick Broyda /CNET Is just my two cents, but Facebook needs to do a better job of notifying users when something else happens. On. On. facebook other inbox 2020. facebook other inbox iphone. facebook
other inbox 2019. facebook other inbox android. how to see other inbox on facebook messenger. facebook messenger other inbox 2019. how to find other inbox on facebook messenger. how to delete facebook messages from other people's inbox
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